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NPMAS Club Loaner
Telescopes
NPMAS members may use, 
free of charge, for a one 
month, one of the two club 
telescopes available. For 
more details, please contact 
Gerry Kocken, Properties 
Chair, at 920-336-8594.

NPMAS Club Picnic 
by Amy Hannon-Drew

This year’s picnic was held on July 14 at Lily Lake County Park. About 15 club members 
showed up for the food and fun.  We started arriving about 3pm. We had two solar scopes 
available for viewing, thank you Al and Tom! We had fun counting the sunspots, I believe 
there were 18 in all?  We also had a ladder golf game set up and learned a few new ways to 
play! Bill Hennesey and his wife brought their canoe and took advantage of the beautiful 
weather to canoe around the lake. Jacob DeWitt got his first chance at fishing off the dock. I 

think you have a little fisherman there Don! After the 
picnic, we went over to Parmentier's for an evening of 
observing. To see more pics from the day please go to 

the group 
yahoo 
website 
and go to 
the photo 
section and 
open up the 
club picnic 
folder!
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July Meeting Minutes 
by Ed Smith

The Wednesday, July 11 meeting started promptly at 7pm at the Neville Public Museum, 
chaired by club president Gerry Kochen.  We started off the business meeting with a recap of 
past observing events including: WOW at Hartman Creek State park, POW at Parmentier's 
and the first lunar observing night held at the Museum. Club member Erik Joski took 
advantage of the clear skies at Parmentier's to knock off �4 Messier objects! 

Up coming events are as follows: 
 Northwoods star party August 10–1� 
 Prairie Skies star party on September 13–16                              

Please check the calendar for details and dates for upcoming events.

One award was given out to yours truly for finding 16 messier objects from March’s Messier 
marathon. We had door prizes for everyone thanks to club member John Melendy. We each 
got a bottle of lens cleaner and a cleaning cloth. After the meeting we took a short break and 
returned for a wonderful presentation by club VP Ed Smith.  We took a look at meteors and 
observing meteor showers! See you at next month's meeting!

Meetings,  
Events & Star  

Parties

August 1 
Alpha Capricornids Meteor 
Shower Peak      

August 6  
Southern Iota Aquarids 
Meteor Shower Peak 

August 9  
STS-118 Launch, Space 
Shuttle Endeavour

August 10-12  
Northwoods Star Party 

August 12   
Perseids Meteor Shower 
Peak 

August 13  
Neptune At Opposition

August 16-19  
Oregon Star Party 2007, 
Indian Trail Spring, Oregon  

August 28  
Total Lunar Eclipse 

Looking Ahead:

September 5-7   
Astronomical Society of 
the Pacific - 2007 Annual 
Conference
Chicago, IL

September 6-9   
Iowa Star Party
Coon Rapids, IA

September 13-16   
Prairie Skies Star Party
near Bourbonnais, IL
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Planet Watch For 
August
Courtesy Arkansas Sky Observatories 
http://www.arksky.org
Mercury — Visible in the dawn skies the first 
week of August, very low to a bright ENE 
horizon, just below the bright stars Castor and Pollux.  By mid-
month, Mercury is at Superior Conjunction, or on the opposite side 
of the Sun as the Earth, and hence will not be visible during the latter 
months of August �007.  - In Gemini.

Venus — An interesting month for our brightest planet as seen 
from Earth.  If you look very low in the southwestern sky during 
the first few days of August, you will see this scintillatingly brilliant 
orb hovering above the dusk-brightened horizon...shortly after 
it will disappear into the glare of the sun, reaching INFERIOR 
CONJUNCTION on August 18, meaning that the planet is actually 
located between the Earth and Sun!  Then, watch only 7-10 days later 
in the dawn EASTERN skies and you will see the “morning star” of 
Venus re-emerge and day after day attain a higher altitude against the 
east horizon. - in Leo. 

Mars — Mars will rise about 1 a.m. local time and slowly brightens in 
its reddish glow throughout the rest of �007.  By the end of August, the 
red planet will rise around midnight local time.  Watch as Mars moves 
dramatically eastward this month, by monitoring its position against 
the non-moving background stars.  On August 7, it will be poised 
beautifully below the striking Pleiades star cluster, and to the right of 
the nearly quarter moon, low in eastern morning skies.   Although very 
small now (only 8” arc), the planet is slowly moving in closer to the 
orbit of the Earth and will appear twice as large (16 arc seconds) this 
winter (December) during opposition.  In Taurus. 

Jupiter — Very close to the contrasting reddish star ANTARES in 
Scorpius, Jupiter will dominate early evening skies this month.  It 
bright yellow glow is the brightest of all objects except the moon 
during early evenings in August.  Jupiter is now increasing its distance 
from Earth and consequently its apparent size in telescopes will shrink 
rapidly this month.  Nonetheless, the brilliant planet and its four 
Galilean satellites make a wonderful target for all telescopes during 
early evening observations. - In Scorpius.

Saturn — Now in conjunction with the sun (August �1), Saturn will 
not be visible for the month of August - in Leo.

Uranus — This distant, blue world is visible easily in a good 5-6 inch 
telescope; overhead about midnight, Uranus reaches 6th magnitude, 
bright enough to spot in most any telescope.  See the finder note 
below! - in Capricornus.

Neptune — Like Uranus, this distant world rises slightly ahead 
of Uranus but is more difficult to see; it appears starlike in all but 
the largest telescopes.  High in the southen sky at midnight and at 
opposition on the night of August 13 - in Capricornus.

Pluto — Our most distant world, although no longer considered 
a “planet” will be favorably placed for telescopic discovery about 
midnight, south of overhead for observers in mid-northern latitudes. 
- In Ophiuchus.

A SCOPIC VIEW
by Dan Sheber

For those who like a wide F.O.V. 
displayed with Nagler eyepieces, 
Teleview has some competition.  
A company in Canada named Antares has actually been 
making some lower cost eyepieces for a while with field 
of views larger than 80 degrees, but I never purchased 
one to try it out.  Now they have a new eyepiece called 
the “Speers-Waler series �” 5mm – 8mm zoom.  This 
zoom has click stops at every .5mm which gives it 7 
positions total.  The nice thing about this eyepiece is that 
it holds a whopping 83 degree F.O.V. at every click stop.  
The Nagler zoom by Teleview doesn’t exceed 60 degrees, 
and actually costs more.

   The Speers-Waler series � (SW�) has a price tag of 
$�99, but they gave me the phone number to a place in 
the USA where I was able to buy it for less.  I had to wait 
about a month to get my SW�, but I noticed that their ad 
hasn’t been in S & T magazine for at least a couple of 
months.  I don’t know their reason for that, but I do know 
that I own a very nice eyepiece when I tested the image 
quality of the SW�.

   My first test was observing the Moon and Saturn, and 
I compared it with my 4.7mm and 11mm Naglers.  The 
image quality of the SW� matched that of both Naglers.  
Stars were in sharp focus to the edge of the field.  With 9 
elements of fully multi coated optics and internal baffles, 
the contrast of the SW� also matched that of the Naglers.  
There are no other zoom eyepieces in existence that 
exceed a 60 degree F.O.V., so there is a good chance that 
the price of the SW� could go up.

   The SW� does require focus adjustments at each click 
stop, but I can live with that since everything else about 
the SW� is good.  The SW� also has a rubber covering 
for good gripping, and a pop-down rubber eyeguard.  The 
viewing lens is a larger diameter than my 16mm Nagler, 
and I get no kidney bean affect.  I will most likely use my 
SW� more than my 4.7mm Nagler due to more viewing 
comfort.

   I also tested the SW� for deepsky observing.  I 
looked at M13, M9�, M57 (The Ring), and M81-8�.  
The SW� accepts 1-1/4” filters, and performed well 
on all the deepsky objects I picked.  If I didn’t have so 
many eyepieces, I wouldn’t be afraid to buy other W.A. 
eyepieces from Antares.  Like other eyepieces, the SW� 
also comes with covers, and a plastic container.

Editor's Note:  Check online for current pricing!
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Why I bought a POD
by Chris Schroeder

I’ve wanted an observatory for some time now and I was at first going to build a 
roll-off. Next came the ED and I was on the pre-order list, I was called and would 
have been one of the first to get one. But then I saw the POD and knew that was 
what I was looking for. 

First a little background, I have �6 years in the construction business and in �003 
built an addition to my home with an Endless pool, so constructing an observatory 
isn’t an issue for me. Second, I’m in another line of work now where stress is the 
norm and so is the lack of sleep and most important, a lack of time. Third I live in 
suburbia with a HOA with all sorts of covenants about permanent structures. 

Right now I have a Suncast 7'x7' vinyl shed for my scope storage and no 
complaints so far, but I fear building something more permanent would be 
trouble. So my plan for now is build a 10'x10' wood deck (with a smaller 3'x3' 
deck near the center for the tripod) using concrete post supports on the ground 
and a POD-XL3 on top. Total cost for the whole project including one day of my 
time is about $�900, and with nothing below the ground level, this makes it easily 
movable if needed. From what I understand, the XL3 is just about as portable as 
the standard POD, so taking it to big Star party or finding a permanent dark site 
would be an added benefit.

IMHO, nothing comes close to meeting my needs as does the POD.

I have ordered the XL3 with � shelves, Lunar grey walls, and white dome. My 
plan is a 10' x 10' wood deck on concrete patio blocks around the perimeter, 
with a separate 3' x 3' deck within the main deck with space all around it for the 
tripod to sit on. That way as I clump around on the deck the tripod with not be 
disturbed. I plan on putting aluminum screening down under the deck and where 
the POD will sit I’ll cover the deck with a thick circular gym mat I picked up. For 
ventilation, I’m planning on using a Natural Light solar roof vent mounted to the 
side of one of the bays, I’ll reverse the polarity so it blows air into the POD, I use 
a furnace filter to filter the incoming air. This will put a positive air pressure in 
the POD, hopefully keeping most of the dust and dirt and small flying insects out. 
I have a computer in one of the bays with a Plexiglas door covering the bay when 
not in use to keep any nasties out, but will keep it running in the winter to keep 
the inside of the POD above dew point. I use a 60 watt light bulb in my astro shed 
now for the same purpose and works well.

The scope I plan on using the most in the POD will be my CPC8" with WO 66SD 
Apo piggybacked on. I may add a Mallincam video camera to it after the POD is 
paid for, should give me better views then my current skies permit, SQM reading 
of 18.90 being the best I’ve gotten so far.

After receiving an email from Wayne that the PODs would start shipping the last 
week of May, I thought I should get the deck down before it got here. As it turned 
out, my family was having a Memorial Day camp out in our back yard so I had 
a good labor pool available. I should explain that my design is for a deck within 
a deck, the mail 10' deck to hold POD and three bays and the smaller 3' deck to 
hold the tripod.

First step was to run to the lumber yard to 
pick up the construction materials and then 
back home to unload. We started about 
1:30 PM with laying out the foundation with 
8”x16” patio blocks, and then did the framing 
for the main deck. We used four ground 
screws to keep the deck anchored. At this 
point we had a rain delay for 2 hours, at 
least the wind died a little after it rained.

We started the decking and put in conduit for 
USB and video cables to the computer bay.

Here is a close up of the tripod deck frame 
and you can see the screen we tacked down 
over the joists to keep the insects and other 
critters at bay.

Here is the finished deck minus a few cuts 
to finish.
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Atlantis and the ISS  
by Kevin Nasal

On Friday June 8, I made the trek to Tony’s Cedar Drive Observatory and found Dick Francini setting up his scope.  Earlier in 
the evening, I had used the website Heavens Above to lookup the information that let us know where and when to look for the 
International Space Station (ISS) and the recently launched shuttle Atlantis.  Excited that both these objects would be passing 
overhead within an hour of each other, little did I know that this night would begin a series of observations of each that would 
continue over the next � weeks.

The shuttle lifted off at approximately 5:30pm earlier in the evening.  Using an estimate of 90 minutes per orbit, we did some quick 
math to figure out that Atlantis would be on its 3rd orbit of Earth (still climbing and angling its way to the ISS) when we’d see it in 
our sky at 9:46pm.  Not to be outdone, the shuttle’s destination, the ISS, would be passing over at 10:1�pm.  The Heavens Above 
site noted that the shuttle would pass one more time that night but not be visible again until the next night.  The ISS on the other 
hand wouldn’t be visible until the 9th, but still during time which we planned to be out – shortly after midnight and then again at 
approximately 1:30am.

Both objects didn’t disappoint.  When Atlantis made its first pass, it was much brighter than the predicted 0.4 magnitude (probably 
closer to -1 magnitude) and much faster in movement from west to east in the northern sky than any of us could recall when 
observing the shuttle.  We guessed that both of these phenomena were due to its continuing rise to rendezvous orbit.  The ISS passed 
right on time and it too was much brighter than the predicted 0.8 magnitude (appearing at close to Atlantis’ -1 magnitude).

Over the next couple weeks, we saw the shuttle 
several times.  Gerry Kochen and I were able to show 
some vacation bible school attendees in Gillett WI 
the now-docked pair on Monday June 1�.  Then, 
on each night of Wisconsin Observer’s Weekend 
(WOW), many of us in attendance saw the pair orbit 
over Wisconsin skies again.  In many of these passes, 
we heard people at each location say that they’d 
never seen either the shuttle or ISS pass overhead.  
Two for one on these summer days with exceptional 
skies and warm weather.

On Tuesday June �0, a final sighting of the pair was 
seen by many of us in the club – and this sighting 
was spectacular in fashion!  Several club members 

were at a mirror-grinding session at Gerry’s shop and Gary Baier had said 
the pair (now undocked for the shuttle’s return to Earth) would be visible at 
approximately 9:30pm.  I had left for home as club members went outside but 
as I drove down my street, a large gathering of my neighbors were looking up.  
I stopped and got out – sure enough, directly overhead passed each, separated 
by only a couple of degrees and in perfect formation from west to east.  On 
the night of our first observation, Tony, Dick and I wondered if we’d ever be 
able to see both like that.  We were rewarded two weeks later.  My neighbors 
stopped by saying that a local news station announced the arrival, so they 
came out to look.  The next day at work, several folks said they saw the pair 
as well and couldn’t believe the sight.  Well, I guess I know the feeling – it is 
impressive to think that there are 10 people in those craft, moving at 77,000 
mph in a low orbit overhead in just a place and time for us to see them.  It was 
exciting to see them both over � weeks’ time at all the different places (and 
with all the different people) I was able to observe them.

The ISS ‘flares’ its new solar array for the observers at WOW 2007

Atlantis and the  
ISS travel together 
shortly after 
separation

 

 
Photos : Tara Adsit, 
Tripod mounted 
Nikon D50
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Double-Star Spectacular       
by Dick Francini

While Kevin Nasal, Tony Kroes, and I were at the EPOCH �007 star party a week ago in Indiana. We had one of those memorable 
(and very rare near-perfect seeing nights). Jupiter looked like a picture with so much detail, I could not get enough of it. I also 
decided to try a few difficult double stars that I have been trying to split for quite a few years.

Both are in Scorpius and are thus always low in the sky, making the job that much tougher. I have never managed to split either one 
of these until now.

The first is Antares. The Night Sky Observers Guide comments are, “on those rare nights when conditions are perfect, Antares is 
one of the most beautiful of all doubles”. They are correct! A tiny green star touches the western side of the disk (just outside the 
defraction rings) of the much brighter orange primary star. Quite a color combination, every bit as dramatic as Albireo, or maybe 
even a bit better! They are actually not really that close, at �.9"; but the huge difference in magnitude makes this a very difficult task. 
Antares is 1.� magnitude and completely overpowers the much dimmer companion at 5.4 magnitude. It was split at 160X, �60X, and 
440X, although �60X was probably the best.

The other is Nu (v) at the top of the Scorpion by the claws. This is a mini “double/double”. The two northernmost stars are fairly 
easy at �.3" in separation (and a fairly similar magnitudes of 6.4 and 7.8). The two southern stars are a real challenge at a separation 
of  only 0.9"!! On this night they were clearly split at both �60X and 440X with an obvious black space between them. The dimmer 
star lies just north of the brighter primary. I have never been able to see anything more then an elongation of the two stars in other 
attempts. They are also somewhat different magnitudes at 4.3 and 6.8, just to make it all the more difficult. WOW, what a nice pair! 
There is also a color difference with both stars of the wider pair being yellow and the tough pair being both white. Internet sources 
had these separated by 1.3" (still very close and difficult).

I spent some time looking through my books for an even more difficult pair to try, but I am not really that much of an expert on 
double stars and don’t know many more “bet you can’t split this one” pairs. It turns out there is a tighter pair just north of Nu by 
about 8 degrees. It’s Xi Scorpii, a triple with two stars separated by only 0.5". What a test that would have been!

Astronomy Photo Gallery of the Month

Crepuscular Rays 
by Gerry Kocken 

Moon (6 days old) 
by Tom Jorgenson  
Time: July 20, 2007 7PM CDT
Telescope:  C11 @f/6 on  
G11 Gemini mount
Camera:  Philips ToUCam 740K
Exposure:  676 frames @ 1/250 second
Photo Processing:  RegiStax and 
PaintShop Pro

Venus (phase 19.5%) 
by Tom Jorgenson  
Time: July 20, 2007 5PM CDT
Telescope:  C11 @f/6 on 
G11 Gemini mount
Camera:  Philips ToUCam 740K
Exposure:  676 frames @ 
1/250 second
Photo Processing:  RegiStax 
and PaintShop Pro
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Gerry Kocken, President 
gerryk@kockenwi.com  
(920-336-8594)
Ed Smith, Vice President 
edsmith000@att.net  
(920-494-5944)
Dick Francini, Treasurer 
dfrancini@polycello.com 
(920-338-8504)
Amy Hannon-Drew, Secretary 
momran2@yahoo.com 
(920-499-0395)

Board Members:
Tom Cashman tcash99930@aol.com
Bill Hennessy fbhenn@sbcglobal.net
Joe Celmer celstar@frontiernet.net
Julie Mofle juliemofle@sbcglobal.net
Ray Nancoz rayn_wi@charter.net

NPMAS Staff:
AL Awards Coordinator 
 Tom Cashman
ALCor  Ron Parmentier 
Web site  Anthony Kroes
Night Sky Network  Gerry Kocken 

George McCourt 
Steve Mofle

Committee Chairs:
Membership   Dick Francini 

Wayne Kuhn
Properties  Gerry Kocken
Observatory  Gerry Kocken
Public Outreach  Gerry Kocken
Messier Marathon  Mike Monfils
Astronomy Day Gerry Kocken
Club Picnic         Amy Hannon-Drew
October Field Trip Ed Smith 
Holiday Party Julie Mofle

NPMAS Board 2007 Committee 
Chairs

NPMAS Observing Sites

NPMAS members have access to three observing sites located on private 
land and belonging to members of our club.
Parmentier Observatory — largest private observatory in WI housing a 
30" classical Cassegrain. Members may view through the 30" or bring their 
own scopes and set up in the field below. 
Observatory Number: 9�0-845-56�6 
Ron Parmentier Home: 9�0-336-5878
Crivitz Observing — private residence of Dave & Carol Jorgenson. 
Located in the Northwoods of Wisconsin on 100 acres of land, this 
site offers some of the darkest skies around. The field is equipped 
with electricity and a cabin is available for use. Call ahead to make 
arrangements. 
Dave & Carol Jorgenson Home: 715-757-3�96
Cedar Drive Observatory — private residence of Tony Kroes and Tara 
Adsit. Located SW of Pulaski on 10 acres of land. Members welcome 
anytime, but please call ahead to make arrangements. 
Tony Kroes Home: 9�0-8��-4959

Observing Quasar 3C 273  
by Kevin Nasal

One of the monthly features of Sky and Telescope magazine that I enjoy reading is “Deep Sky Wonders” by Sue French.  As I paged 
through the May edition, I saw that she wrote about the brightest quasar in the sky, 3C �73, in Virgo.  Quasar is an acronym for 
“quasi-stellar radio source” and 3C �73 was the first object identified as such.  In 1963, astronomers reported that it had a redshift 
placing it at least � billion light years distant, and it was also moving away from us at 47,000 km/sec!  In order to see them at such 
distances, quasars emit huge amounts of energy.  3C �73’s apparent magnitude of 1�.8 is equal to an absolute magnitude of -�6.1.  If 
it was at a distance of 33 light years from us, it would shine as bright as our sun.  Its luminosity is about � trillion times that of the 
sun!  Quasars may be very bright, active galactic nuclei and they present one of astronomy’s greatest mysteries.

Since 3C �73 varies in brightness between 1� and 13.� magnitude, and most quasars are fainter than 14 magnitude, I wanted to 
try for it.  On the evening of May 1�, I called Tony Kroes to see if he’d be interested in helping me find it with his laptop and 
planetarium software.  He told me he and club member Dick Francini, and a guest of the club, Chris Brownewell, observed the 
object in a 16" scope shortly after the May club meeting.  Always up for a challenge, I wanted to find it for myself even more.   

With the forecast showing “crystal clear skies,” we had to wait till after 11 pm CDT for the sky to resemble something close to that 
(isn’t that always the case?).  The sky did clear with seeing I rated at “II” and transparency at 5.5 limiting visual magnitude.  Using 
the chart found in May’s Sky and Telescope, I first found the star Porrima in Virgo, hopped to n Virginis, and then found the star 
Flamsteed 16 due north of it.  From there, I used Sky Atlas �000 and compared that tight area with Tony’s Guide 8.0 software.  We 
quickly found that NGC 44�0 is also known as NGC 4409 (you always learn something unexpected when you’re on one of these 
hunts).  This galaxy was used as my next guidepost.  

With NGC 44�0 in the northern most part of my field of view (my scope is a Meade LX �00 GPS @ f/10 and I was using a Nagler 
Type 4 ��mm eyepiece which gave a field of view of 0.7 deg and 114x), a 7.5 magnitude star was just seen in the bottom of the field 
of view.  This star was at the same right ascension as our target, so from here, I just had to scan west and the views with the finder 
chart in Sky and Telescope.  This is always easier said than done - to match what I see in my eyepiece with a right angle diagonal 
in an SCT scope, I have to turn the magazine page over and shine a light through the chart’s face so I can get the same orientation.  
There were a couple of triangle patterns of objects and one contained 3C �73.  Upon my first try, I thought I had it.  Tony took a 
look and let me know I had the right field of view, but that 3C �73 wasn’t centered. 

I immediately saw my error and within a couple seconds, I had it centered.  3C �73 was brighter than the adjacent 13.5 magnitude 
star in the triangle pattern.  It wasn’t too difficult to find (with a little assistance – thanks Tony!).  As Sue French said in her article, 
the light hitting my eyes when viewing this object left it when oxygen was just beginning to form in Earth’s atmosphere.  That’s 
pretty amazing for us to be able to see this as a stellar point!  I’d encourage you to give it a shot.
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August
NPMAS Meeting

August 8, 2007
WOW Observing 

Gary Baier
AND

POD Observatories 
Chris Schroeder &  

Jim Welisek 
starting at 7:00pm
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